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Abstract. Recommendation systems are a core component of many e-commerce industries and
online services since they ease the discovery of relevant products. Because catalogs are huge, it is
impossible for an individual to manually search for an item of interest, hence the need for some au-
tomatic filtering process. Many approaches exist, from content-based ones to collaborative filtering
that include neighborhood and model-based techniques. Despite these intensive research activities,
numerous challenges remain to be addressed, particularly under real-time settings or regarding
privacy concerns, which motivates further work in this area.
We focus on techniques that rely on biclustering, which consists in simultaneously building
clusters over the two dimensions of a data matrix. Although it was little considered by the recom-
mendation system community, it is a well-known technique in other domains such as genomics. In
this report, we present the different biclustering-based approaches that were explored. We then are
the first to perform an extensive experimental evaluation to compare these approaches with one
another, but also with the current state-of-the-art techniques from the recommender field. Existing
evaluations are often restrained to a few algorithms and consider only a limited set of metrics. We
then expose a few ideas to improve existing approaches and address the current challenges in the
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1 Introduction
Due to the democratization of the Internet, many e-commerce industries and online services such as
Amazon, Netflix or IMDb appeared in the 90s. With the era of big data, their catalogs have been
expanding with many new products while the systems themselves have become more popular and
drawn many new users, reaching a tremendous scale in terms of involved data. As a consequence,
it has become cumbersome if not impossible for an individual to search for a single item of interest.
This motivated the design of algorithms able to perform automatic filtering to ease the discovery
of relevant content, known as a recommendation process. The goal is to provide a customer with
a list of available products that are likely to match their interests. This can be achieved through
various data mining and machine learning techniques by using the available data regarding the user
preferences or product characteristics.
Because of the scale of these systems, the search of highly efficient algorithms has been a major
research topic and reached a peak between 2006 and 2009 with the Netflix Prize competition [1].
The online movie streaming company released an anonymized version of the data they had col-
lected through their system over the years and challenged researchers and engineers with the task
of increasing the quality of their recommendation process by a given factor. A team met the goal
of the competition in 2009 and won the prize of one million dollars. A second edition was planned
but was finally canceled when Netflix got sued for privacy concerns after the authors of [34] suc-
cessively de-anonymized the records of two users in the publicly released dataset by exploiting
available auxiliary information from the IMDb website. This competition led to the emergence of
model-based approaches such as matrix factorization [28] which are considered superior to standard
neighborhood-based methods that were popular at the time.
The search for efficient recommendation algorithms is still an active research topic since most
current systems not only process huge amounts of data but are also very dynamic with many new
users registering, new products being created, or even the preferences of some users shifting over
time. For instance, Netflix indicated in a blog post published in 2012 that they have 4 million new
ratings every day [4]. The processing of large chunks of data in a short time window is a fundamental
challenge for news recommender systems where the interests of users for certain topics can suddenly
spike and then quickly fade away. In addition to these real-time settings, privacy and security are
still a hot topic to maintain a safe environment and sustain the user trust in the service. For all
these reasons, new recommendation approaches are explored to develop solutions to these issues.
In this report, we focus on a biclustering approach to recommendation systems that was little
covered by the literature although we believe it has great potential. The data used in the recom-
mendation process exhibits a sample/feature structure that is similar to the structure of data for
gene expressions. Among the genomics community, biclustering is a standard approach that has
been heavily studied. The purpose of a bicluster is to determine a group of genes that are all highly
expressed in a subset of all the samples. Similarly, in the recommendation context, we wish to find
a group of users that share common preferences regarding a subset of items. Several biclusters form
a biclustering, and such information can then be used to provide recommendations as we describe
later in Section 3.4.
1.1 Contributions
We perform a high level survey of the recommendation systems field and then focus more thoroughly
on the few biclustering-based approaches that were proposed.
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Our first contribution is an extensive experimental evaluation to better understand how these
approaches perform in comparison with each other, but also with the current state-of-the-art meth-
ods. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider such a variety of biclustering-based
and standard approaches, along with a large range of metrics that do not only focus on accuracy
but also include coverage and time performance aspects. Our evaluation allows us to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of biclustering-based algorithms, and to sketch what we believe to be
promising avenues of research in this area.
Our second contribution consists in the exploration of several ideas. We consider the biclustering-
based algorithm that we believe stands out from our evaluation and propose several improvements,
including a self-tuning method for its parameters and the addition of a regularization term to
the optimization problem solved. We show some preliminary experimental results that suggest
interesting further work could be achieved in this direction.
1.2 Outline
First, we detail the problem we focus on in Section 2, and present the related work in Section 3.
Our experimental setup is then described in Section 4 and the results we obtained along with a
discussion are given in Section 5. Finally, we expose perspectives of future research we have started
to explore in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.
2
2 Problem Statement
A recommender system is composed of three main components:
(i) The users (or customers in case of an e-commerce application),
(ii) the items (such as products available to buy, videos, music tracks) that form the catalog of
the system (which can be manually searched although its size makes it hard to find items of
interest unless one knows exactly what they are looking for),
(iii) and the recommendation engine which processes all the available data and provides each user
with a list of recommended items.
We denote by U the set of users and by I the set of items, in the system.
Definition 1 (User-item matrix). Given a rating range R ⊆ R, the user-item matrix of the system,
denoted R, is a matrix with set of rows U and set of columns I such that:
∀(u, j) ∈ U × I Ru,j ∈ R ∪ {⊥}
An element Ru,j expresses the opinion of user u about item j, or is equal to ⊥ if the rating is
unknown, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The set of possible ratings can substantially vary depending on the considered system. It can
for instance be binary (such as a thumb up/down on a YouTube video, R = {+1,−1}), or more
expressive (such as 5-star ratings, R = {1 . . . 5}).
The user-item matrix is usually obtained by building a profile for each user of the system and
inferring their preferences through the collection of available information that falls into two main
categories: explicit feedback (i.e. opinion the user has expressed on purpose, for instance by posting
a review of a film) and implicit feedback (i.e. what is deduced from the user behavior, such as its
navigation history or video watch time). How to build this matrix is not the focus of our work and
it is considered as input data in the remainder of this report.
A variety of tasks can be identified as goals of a recommender system, as expressed in [25, 21].
In this work, we focus on the two following, in terms of recommendation quality:
Task 1 (Prediction). Given a user u, and an item j such that Ru,j = ⊥, predict the score r̂u,j that
u would give to j if they were to rate it.
⊥ ⊥ ⊥ 53 2 1 ⊥ 5 ⊥
1 2 2 ⊥⊥ ⊥ ⊥ 4 ⊥ 4
2 ⊥ ⊥ 5⊥ 1 ⊥ 2 1 4
⊥ 3 3 41 3 ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ 5





Figure 1: Example of a user-item matrix with n = 4, m = 10 and 5-star ratings.
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Task 2 (Recommend good items). Given a user u, determine a set of items unknown to u that
would be relevant to u.
A particular instance is the top-N recommendation task, which has three steps:
1. Identify a set Cu of candidate items.
2. For each item j in Cu, compute a score r̂u,j (Prediction task).
3. Output the set LNu which contains the N best-scoring items of Cu.
An algorithm that is able to predict a score is also able to provide lists of recommendations
through the top-N recommendation task described. However, the converse is not true: it is possible
to compute a ranking of candidate items and thus to recommend the best ones while being unable
to provide a meaningful score for a particular item given some rating scale. Since both tasks are
not directly correlated, it may happen that an approach is particularly effective at one task but
not at the other.
The main notations used in the remainder of this report are given in Table 1.
u user j item
U set of users I set of items
R user-item matrix Ru,j rating of u for j
r̂u,j predicted rating of u for j L
N
u list of N recommendations for u
R rating range ⊥ unknown rating
Pu profile of user u P
j profile of item j
B = (U, J) bicluster B = (Bk)k biclustering




We first give a general definition of a bicluster. Although it is generic, we use the notations specific
to recommendation systems introduced earlier.
Definition 2 (Bicluster). Let us consider a matrix R of size n×m with index set of rows U and
index set of columns I. A bicluster B = (U, J) is a sub-matrix of R with index set of rows U ⊂ U
and index set of columns J ⊂ I, and subject to a set of constraints Cb.
When Cb = ∅, we call B an unconstrained bicluster.
We now review some constraints found in the literature.
Definition 3 (Inclusion-maximal bicluster [39, 3]). Given a property P , an inclusion-maximal
bicluster is a bicluster B such that:
(i) P holds in the bicluster,
(ii) the addition of any other row or column to B would yield a bicluster B′ where P is false.
For instance, under binary settings and considering sub-matrices of constant values, an inclusion
maximal bicluster may be a sub-matrix of 1’s where the addition of any other row or column would
introduce a 0 as illustrated in Figure 2a.
Definition 4 (Expression motif [33]). Given two parameters 0 < α, β < 1 and a set S of intervals,
an expression motif is a bicluster (U, J) with the three following constraints:
(i) Size: |U | ≥ αn
(ii) Conservation: ∀j ∈ J, ∃sj ∈ S st. ∀u ∈ U Ru,j ∈ sj
(iii) Maximality: ∀j′ 6∈ J, ∀s ∈ S |{u ∈ U | Ru,j′ ∈ s}| ≤ β|U |
Definition 5 (Consistent bicluster [29]). Given a parameter 0 < c ≤ 1, a consistent bicluster is a
bicluster (U, J) with a consistency level C(U, J) greater than c.
The goal is to expose a sub-matrix which exhibits a particular behavior, for instance containing
very similar values. One could give a measure of their choice depending on the application wished.
We give below the one defined in [29]:
C(U, J) = min
(u,j)∈U×J
|{u′ ∈ U | Ru,j = Ru′,j 6= 0}|
|U |
i.e. it is the minimum proportion of identical non-zero values within a column of the sub-matrix.
An illustration of these definitions is provided in Figure 2 with a matrix of size 7 × 6 that
contains integers from 0 to 5 which simulate movie ratings (2b and 2c) and its binary version using
3 as threshold (2a).
We now present a general definition of the biclustering problem.
Definition 6 (Biclustering). Let’s consider a matrix R. The biclustering problem consists in
finding a set B = (Bk)0≤k<K subject to a set of constraints CB, where Bk = (Uk, Jk) is a bicluster
in the sense given by one of the definitions above.

































j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 j6
(a) Constant inclusion-maximal:
U = {u1, u3, u4},































j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 j6
(b) Expression motif:
U = {u1, u2, u3, u6},
J = {j1, j3}, α = 0.5, β = 0.25,































j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 j6
(c) Consistent:
U = {u1, u3, u4, u6, u7},
J = {j1, j2, j4}, C(I, J) = 3/5
Figure 2: Illustration of several bicluster definitions
The number of biclusters to find may be specified by an input parameter. We review some
constraints we found in the literature.
Definition 7 (Biclustering in COCLUST [18]). This approach used in the context of a recom-
mender system tries to minimize the error on the score prediction. More precisely, it consists in
finding a set of k user clusters and a set of l items clusters, which form a partitional biclustering [5]
(also called checkerboard biclustering i.e. each cell of the matrix belong to one and only one bi-
cluster). The biclustering is represented by two functions ρ and γ that map respectively users and











u −ARCρ(u)) + (A
C
j −ACCγ(j)) with the following quantities illustrated
in Figure 3:
– ABICLρ(u),γ(j): the average value of the bicluster
– ARu : the average rating of the row (i.e. of user u)
– ARCρ(u): the average rating of the row of item clusters
– ACj : the average rating of the column (i.e. for item j)
– ACCγ(j): the average rating for the column of users clusters
Definition 8 (Fitness function minimized in BIC-aiNet [12]). Given three parameters λ, wr and
wc which respectively denote a residue threshold and the importance given to the number of rows




































(u,j)∈Bk (Ru,j −Ru,Jk −RUk,j + RUk,Jk)
2
where Ru,Jk is the mean value of the row, RUk,j the mean value of the column, and RUk,Jk the
mean value of the sub-matrix.
Intuitively, this consists in searching the best trade-off between two conflicting elements: max-
imizing the size of the bicluster and minimizing the residue which quantifies the variance of the
values within the bicluster.
Definition 9 (Size maximized [29, 33]). This problem consists in finding a biclustering B that








Alternatively, the inner minimum can be adapted if one wishes to constrain only one of the two
dimensions (either the samples or the features).
We now present two properties of a biclustering which are coverage and overlapping.
Definition 10 (Coverage). A biclustering B = (Uk, Jk)0≤k<K of the matrix R is said to cover a
cell (u, j) ∈ (U × I) iif
∃k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K − 1} st. u ∈ Uk ∧ j ∈ Jk
i.e. the cell appears in at least one bicluster. The coverage frequency is then given as:
coverage(B) = |{(u, j) ∈ (U × I) | (u, j) covered by B}|
n ·m
In the case of a biclustering with a chessboard structure such as in Definition 7, we have
coverage(B) = 1.
Definition 11 (Overlapping). Two biclusters Bk1 = (Uk1 , Jk1) and Bk2 = (Uk2 , Jk2) are said to
overlap iif
(Uk1 × Jk1) ∩ (Uk2 × Jk2) 6= ∅
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The overlap degree [35] is defined as:
o−degree(Bk1 , Bk2) =
{
max |Uk1 ∩ Uk2 |, |Jk1 ∩ Jk2 | if Bk1 and Bk2 overlap
0 otherwise
A biclustering B = (Bk)0≤k<K of the matrix R is said to have overlapping iif there exists at




Overlapping is not allowed in a checkerboard structure. All other biclustering definitions re-
viewed allow overlapping.
Remark 1. Since the biclustering problem has been extensively studied by the bioinformatics com-
munity, we could give many more definitions, but we believe the ones we have presented convinced
the reader of the abundance of viewpoints. In particular, we wish to emphasize the following.
(i) One can consider constraints on the size (Definitions 3 and 4) or the content of each individual
bicluster (Definitions 3, 4 and 5), at a local level.
(ii) There can be constraints on the content of the biclusters at a global level, through minimizing
or maximizing an objective function for the whole biclustering set (Definitions 7, 8 and 9).
(iii) One can also wish to have constraints on the structure of the resulting biclustering set such
as a checkerboard structure imposed (Definition 7) or the prohibition of overlapping.
Remark 2. With these many definitions comes a plethora of algorithms that solve specific instances
of the biclustering problem. They use different approaches to tackle this problem such as exhaustive
divide-and-conquer search [39], iterative heuristic search [12, 29, 33, 18] or SVD resolution through a
bipartite graph point of view [16]. Because of that, one should carefully choose a relevant algorithm
depending on the precise instance of the biclustering problem it wishes to solve.
3.2 Main challenges in recommender systems
We now review a set of challenges and provide some clues to help understand their prominence
in the search of better recommendation algorithms. As we present the main employed techniques
in Section 3.3, we mentions there why we believe the current solutions do not completely address
these challenges. In Figure 4, we show an overview of a recommender system where challenges are
highlighted at various points in the process.
Scalability. It is common for the item set of a recommendation system to grow at a huge rate,
particularly when considering e-commerce applications where new products are constantly created.
Similarly, with the democratization of the internet and the emergence of trendy applications, a
recommendation system may see a quick increase in its number of users. For these reasons, the
user-item matrix of the system grows in size and ends up holding huge amounts of data, although it
often remains sparse. It is often assumed that scaling up is cheap through cloud computing which
offers great elasticity to request the exact amount of processing power that is needed. However,
the costs this approach implies are overlooked, and while they may be fine for big companies, they
can be highly problematic for medium and small ones which have limited budget and resources.
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Figure 4: High level overview of a recommendation system with its users, items and recommendation
engine. Challenges are highlighted in italic at several places of the process.
The design of highly efficient protocols that can scale under heavy usage is therefore a fundamental
challenge, especially for small infrastructures.
Real-time. Today’s data is not only big but also fast. Systems thus need to be able to process
quickly new information and to cope with temporal constraints. Ignoring the latest information
could result in less relevant recommendations and thus damage the user experience. The search
for algorithms that are both scalable and responsive under today’s real-world dynamic settings is a
key challenge, especially when it comes to news recommenders or micro-blogging platforms where
spikes of interest and trends can appear all of a sudden and last only a couple of hours.
Parameter tuning. Most recommendation techniques use a few parameters that need to be set
at initialization time, and which may greatly influence performance. Determining the ideal value
for these is often performed through a long iterative process, which can reveal to be cumbersome if
their space domain is huge or if no clear behavior emerges. Furthermore, some parameters cannot
be associated with an intuitive meaning, which makes it even harder to determine reasonable values.
Explainability. Like other machine learning techniques, the recommendation process suffers from
explainability issues: while some methods such as content-based allow for an easy understanding of
the reasons why specific items were output to a particular user, others behave as black boxes and
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give results with no intuitive explanations. It has therefore become a growing concern to design
methods with explainable results, especially since recommendation systems have started to be used
for critical tasks such as medical diagnosis [46]. In this respect, some recent work focused on matrix
factorization techniques [2].
Security and privacy concerns. Because recommendation systems are becoming the primary way
to find items of interests in a catalog, at the expense of search bars, many worries can be expressed.
How to detect biases introduced from the owner of the system to highlight some products for
hidden interests? Can the system be attacked to perform censorship or to promote particular
products? Do users get trapped in a filter bubble? These are legitimate questions which have led
to extensive research to study possible attacks and elaborate efficient countermeasures. To address
the third question, we can notice a growing trend for the design of systems that favor unexpected
recommendations (a concept known as serendipity [17]).
Privacy is also a major challenge in these systems that manipulate huge quantities of data that
can be considered as sensitive information. It is therefore important to devise techniques to protect
them and avoid privacy leaks. This is particularly fundamental for systems that rely on collaborative
filtering where the preferences of every user are aggregated to produce recommendations for a
specific individual.
3.3 Recommendation techniques
The design of efficient algorithms has been an active research topic for decades to address the
many issues mentioned in the previous section. Three main categories are usually distinguished:
content-based, collaborative filtering (CF) and hybrid techniques. We now give a brief overview of
each technique but focus more thoroughly on CF approaches since they have been largely used in
numerous academic and industrial systems.
3.3.1 Content-based
These techniques rely on the characteristics of the items to provide recommendations to a specific
user given its history profile [37]. This is achieved by taking advantage of the tags, keywords or
technical specifications of an item which can be given by its creator or automatically generated via
an analysis.
Depending on the item nature, this can reveal challenging, since it is much easier to extract
information from plain text than from an audio or video recording. The items that have similar
characteristics to the ones already positively rated by a user u then get recommended to u. Given
that the recommendations are provided independently of the opinion of all the other users of the
system, these techniques have a natural resilience to privacy threats. However, they often turn out
to have poorer recommendation quality than other approaches, while being hard to implement in
some cases where it is difficult to infer the item characteristics with an analysis.
3.3.2 Collaborative filtering
Since most recommendation systems are used by e-commerce industries or online social platforms,
they inherently have to deal with many users. Collaborative filtering aims at taking full advantage of
the preferences of a group or all the users in the system, to provide more accurate recommendations.
It makes use of a user-item matrix where a cell indicates the rating of a user u regarding an item j,
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or is empty if u has no associated opinion on j. The purpose is then to predict the missing values
by exploiting all the information available in the matrix. Intuitively, these approaches often rely on
the assumption that users who shared similar interests in the past will also share similar interests
in the future.
A simple method (IAVG) is to consider the popularity of the items: the score predicted is the







A better version (IUAVG) can be derived by including information about the user. It adds to
the prediction a bias which measures how different the average rating of this user is compared to



















Collaborative filtering is known to provide high recommendation quality and is currently used
by numerous companies such as Netflix [20] or Amazon [30]. However, these techniques suffer from
several weaknesses. First, it is difficult to provide recommendations to new users and new items
cannot be recommended, this is known as the cold start problem. Then, scalability is an issue,
these techniques are often computationally expensive and do not fit well to huge real-time systems.
Last but not least, the collaborative aspect raises many concerns about user privacy and there
has been active research to both identity potential threats such as shilling [43] or Sybil attacks [9]
and propose privacy-preserving mechanisms that include decentralized settings with homomorphic
encryption [11], profile obfuscation [7] or designs that provide differential privacy [32].
We now give further details about the most popular collaborative filtering algorithms, that are
often classified into two categories: neighborhood-based and model-based.
Neighborhood-based. These rely on the search of similar users or items, according to some




pearson(a,b) = cosine(a− ā,b− b̄)
where x̄ denotes the average value of the vector x. These metrics allow to compute a similarity
score between two users or two items by considering either user or item profiles.
In the user-based version (denoted UBKNN) [8], a kNN graph is built to find the k nearest
users of each user u. Candidate items for recommendation are those liked by the neighbors of u but
which are still unknown to u. They are given a score r̂u,j as showed below, and the most relevant
ones get recommended with a top-N approach.
r̂u,j =
∑
v∈KNN(u) sim(u, v) ·Rv,j∑
v∈KNN(u) sim(u, v)
The item-based version (denoted IB) [41] computes similarities between items instead of users.




i∈Pu sim(j, i) ·Ru,i∑
i∈Pu sim(j, i)
where Pu is the profile of u, i.e. the set of items rated by u. The best scoring items are then
recommended to u.
The item-based algorithm is often considered more efficient and has been the core feature of
the Amazon recommendation system [30].
Model-based. This set of techniques rely on the build of a model to predict the user prefer-
ences, and include diverse approaches such as matrix factorization [28] or Bayesian and neural
networks [36, 48].
We focus our review on matrix factorization (MF), a powerful technique popularized during
the Netflix Prize competition and that is still one of the tools used in the Netflix recommendation
system [20]. It was also used for candidate generation in the YouTube video recommender but has
since been replaced by a similar approach based on neural networks [14].
The goal is to factorize the user-item matrix, i.e. find two matrices vectors U and J of sizes
respectively n ×K and m ×K, where K is a parameter denoting the number of hidden features,
so that we have R̂ = U · JT ∼ R as illustrated in Figure 5. The score prediction is then performed
as follows: r̂u,j = R̂u,j
Several approaches were proposed to get a factorization such as singular value decomposition
(SVD, SVD++), stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or alternating-least-squares (ALS). In our ex-
perimental evaluation, we use the last two as they give better results. SGD is a variant of the
classical gradient descent algorithm where only a random subset of gradients is considered at each
iteration to avoid expensive computations. Regarding ALS, we consider the variant proposed by [49]
(ALSWR i.e. alternating-least-squares with weighted λ-regularization) which adds a Tikhonov reg-













+ λ · (‖UΓU‖2 + ‖JΓJ‖2)
where ΓU (resp. ΓJ) is a diagonal matrix containing the number of ratings of every user (resp.
of every item). In practice, an approximate solution is found through an iterative process. Starting
from a matrix J filled with average statistics for the first row and random values for the remaining
x =≈
sparse matrix dense matrixhidden features
n
m k
Figure 5: Factorization of a user-item matrix with k hidden features.
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cells, the algorithm then performs the following at each step. Given J, it finds U to minimize the
objective function. Then, given U, it updates J to minimize the objective function. The process is
repeated until some convergence criteria is met, such as a bound on the improvement gained from
one iteration.
Matrix factorization is often considered superior to classical neighborhood-based techniques
since it is more memory-efficient and offers a greater recommendation quality. However, it requires
an appropriate tuning to determine a relevant number of latent factors and to avoid overfitting (a
common problem in machine learning where the model is too close to the training data and fails
to provide reliable predictions).
3.3.3 Hybrid
It is possible to use content-based, collaborative filtering and various other approaches together.
Such systems are called hybrid [10] and aim at combining the strength of different techniques while
eliminating their individual weaknesses.
For example, algorithms augmented with demographic information or item characteristics in
a content-based fashion are possible solutions to the cold start problem of collaborative filtering
methods as presented in [42].
3.4 Biclustering-based recommenders
Biclustering was first introduced in genomics to group the rows and the columns of a data ma-
trix [13]. This paradigm gives a similar role to rows and columns which become in some way
inseparable and exchangeable. Biclusters may form a partition or be overlapping. Biclustering
have become beneficial in many applications, not only in genomics but also in other contexts where
data have the same sample/feature structure.
For instance, in genomics, a value Ri,j can represent the expression level of a gene j under
condition i. In document analysis, it can denote the number of occurrences of word i in document
j, while in e-commerce it can express the rating of a user i about an item j. Therefore, the design
of biclustering based recommenders is an interesting research topic to evaluate the relevance of
such approaches and to determine if this domain can benefit from the extensive literature about
biclustering applied to genomics, in particular regarding scalability and parameter tuning.
We now give an overview of the existing literature regarding the design of recommendation
systems based on biclustering. For each approach, we give brief explanations as well as its strengths
and limitations regarding the challenges we have identified at the beginning of Section 3.3. To the
best of our knowledge, none of the biclustering-based recommendation algorithms available in the
literature address privacy concerns.
We illustrate in Figure 6 the different choices made in terms of bicluster and biclustering defi-
nitions since they turn out to be very diverse. As detailed in Remark 1, some approaches consider
local constraints (blue cells) or unconstrained biclusters (light blue cell), global optimization objec-
tives (purple cells) or simply an exhaustive biclustering (light purple cell). A combination of both
local and global constraints is sometimes adopted. Some papers build their own biclustering algo-
rithm to solve the precise problem they define while others are more modular and use well-known


























Figure 6: Overview of several biclustering-based recommendation algorithms in terms of constraints
considered.
3.4.1 COCLUST
COCLUST [18] consists of a biclustering approach for collaborative filtering as an alternative to
current model-based approaches that are highly effective but also computationally expensive. It
considers a partitional biclustering as defined in Definition 7 which is build with the weighted
Bregman biclustering algorithm from [5] that returns a locally optimal solution. The algorithm is
adapted to not only compute the bicluster means, but to also take into account the biases induced by
the specific user and item being considered , which results in more accurate predictions. The process
starts with random partitions, and then optimize the assignments by considering alternatively the
rows and the columns until some convergence criteria is met. The numbers of item clusters and
user clusters in the checkerboard structure are given as input parameters.
The paper presents an incremental training method to cope with the appearance of new ratings
in the context of real-time systems, as these may not be initially assigned to a bicluster in case of a
new user or a new item. The total number of biclusters remains constant and depends on the initial
parameters, which may turn out to be problematic in the long term. If the amount of data has
significantly grown, one could wish to increase the number of biclusters to improve the prediction
accuracy, but this requires to rerun the whole biclustering process, which is costly.
A parallel version of the algorithm is also provided to distribute the computation over multiple
processes and improve its scalability. However, as mentioned in the paper, a good partitioning
schema of the data is required to avoid unbalancing the load between the processes, which would
harm the obtained speedup, especially when working with sparse matrices.
An experimental evaluation is conducted using several real-world datasets. It shows that CO-
CLUST provides a high recommendation quality in terms of MAE score while outperforming the
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state-of-the-art model-based approaches regarding time performances. Some clues are presented
regarding the choice of the input parameters i.e. the number of biclusters, but we believe a more ex-
tensive analysis would be required to have a clear understanding of how this affects recommendation
quality and of how to determine the best settings in a practical system.
3.4.2 NBCF
A new algorithm denoted NBCF is proposed by the authors of [45]. They perform a biclustering
of the entire user-item matrix, using existing algorithms: either Bimax [39] in case of binary
ratings which makes an exhaustive search of inclusion-maximal biclusters (see Definition 3), or
xMotif [33] which searches for size-maximized expression motifs (see Definition 4). Given a user,
NBCF determines the k nearest biclusters of this user according to a similarity metric, and then
uses them to predict a score for the items for which the opinion of u is unknown.
The authors perform an extensive experimental evaluation and study the impact of bicluster
sizes and of the value of k on the precision/recall results as well as on the average time to provide a
recommendation. A comparison on real-world datasets shows that NBCF is significantly better than
state-of-the-art item-based and user-based approaches regarding both recommendation quality and
time performances. However, this approach is not compared to the popular model-based techniques
such as matrix factorization. In particular, it is not clear whether NBCF suffers from the same
scalability issues that are usually inherent to neighborhood-based approaches, since they induce
many similarity computations.
A great strength of this approach is its modularity: one could easily plug another state-of-the-
art algorithm to perform the biclustering which is significant given the amount of work performed
in this field by the bioinformatics community. However, this also raises concerns about the impact
of the biclustering algorithm choice on the actual performance of the back-end recommendation
part. We can see in the paper that better results are obtained with xMotif than with Bimax but
conclusions are not easy to draw since the latter operated on a binary version of the data unlike
the former. Thus, we believe these concerns would require a thorough analysis to be addressed.
3.4.3 BIC-aiNet
The authors of [12] present BIC-aiNet, a biclustering algorithm to provide recommendations in the
context of binary ratings. They use an iterative heuristic search to perform a biclustering that
minimizes an objective fitness function as defined in Definition 8. To predict a score, a mean rating
is computed within the most relevant bicluster corresponding to the user and that contains the
considered item.
An experimental evaluation using a real-world dataset is conducted, where results claim that
BIC-aiNet performs better in terms of precision/recall and MAE than several other algorithms
including NBCF from [45]. However, the paper does not give any insights about how to choose the
value of the many parameters such as the number of biclusters and others that appear in the fitness
computation, and the impact they may have on the recommendation quality. The scalability of
this approach is also not analyzed, which makes it unclear whether it could handle large amounts
of data with reasonable time performances.
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3.4.4 BCN
More recently, [3] proposes BCN, a new approach that makes use of an exhaustive biclustering
where biclusters are then ordered to form a complete lattice. Given a user u, it first looks for the
smallest bicluster C that contains u. It explores all the neighborhood biclusters of C in the lattice
to find candidate items, ranks them by computing a similarity-based score and recommends the
most relevant ones.
Experiments performed on real-world datasets suggest that BCN gives better results than exist-
ing state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of recommendation quality. The authors however mention
that BCN performs particularly well for sparse data while being slightly outperformed when work-
ing with dense datasets. They also show that BCN is efficient in terms of scalability. One strength
is that, contrary to model-based approaches, BCN does not need to re-train a model when new rat-
ings appear, which makes it more effective under dynamic settings. Another is that no parameter
tuning is required in BCN.
However, because of the partial order chosen to obtain a complete lattice, this approach works
with binary data. A first discretization step is required when the ratings are not binary values, for
instance using a threshold, which means a lot of valuable information must be discarded. It is not
clear how BCN could be adapted to accommodate non-binary data.
3.4.5 BBCF
The authors of [44] presents an algorithm denoted BBCF that is built upon NBCF described
earlier. They first perform a biclustering of the user-item matrix using QUBIC [29], which finds
size-maximized coherent biclusters as detailed in Definitions 5 and 9. They use the same metric as
NBCF to determine a set of k biclusters that are jointly the most similar to the considered user.
These biclusters are then merged to obtain a sub-matrix, which is used to provide recommendations
in a classical item-based KNN fashion [41].
BBCF is evaluated with real-world datasets, and shows very good performances compared to
item-based and model-based approaches regarding recommendation quality and throughput. The
impact of different parameters such as the number k of nearest neighbors is analyzed, although
determining a general trend seems to remain difficult. Surprisingly, BBCF is not compared to
NBCF despite being a direct extension of its core idea.
Like NBCF, BBCF is modular in terms of biclustering algorithm used, which raises the same
concerns regarding the impact this choice has on performances. The authors also state that the
biclustering process is usually computed offline. In the case of a dynamic system, they mention
that the search of an effective method to incorporate new ratings without having to re-run the
whole biclustering, which is a costly process, is still to be addressed.
3.5 Evaluation of recommenders
The evaluation of recommendation systems is a delicate process that still lacks standardized guide-
lines as stated by the authors of [40] with a blatant example: they found out that very few results
published in the two previous ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys) were repro-
ducible. This is often due to one or a combination of the following reasons:
(i) The source code of the evaluation is not publicly released and not enough details are provided
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mean ratings, ...)
Figure 7: Offline evaluation of a recommender algorithm. Rounded purples boxes highlight the
different elements where user choices may impact the final results.
(ii) The datasets used are proprietary or not available anymore.
(iii) Not enough details are provided regarding the experimental setup (data pre-processing, value
of parameters, protocols to compute the evaluation metrics, etc).
Since the relevance of a recommendation seems to be a very subjective notion that differs from
one individual to another, it may appear appropriate to perform an evaluation with the implication
of real-humans in the loop, for example through A/B testing as YouTube does in [14]. However,
this requires to have access to a significant poll of users or to own a real-world recommendation
system like GroupLens Research does with the MovieLens recommender. Such setup is not easily
available, and researchers often fall back on offline evaluation as illustrated in Figure 7, with the use
of a dataset obtained through real-world data crawling or by synthetic generation. The dataset is
split into a training set, used to train the algorithm, and a testing set where the algorithm predict
scores that are then compared to the ground truth through various metrics. Because the results
may be dependent on the actual split of the dataset, cross-validation consists in several rounds with
different training and testing sets. A common variant is K-fold cross-validation, where the dataset
is split into K parts of roughly the same size. There are K rounds where each part gets to be the
testing set while the K− 1 others are merged to form the training set. Results are then aggregated
over the rounds to get final results.
Many metrics were considered over the years [25] but were initially focused on measuring ac-
curacy. More recent work emphasize the importance of new metrics such as diversity, serendipity
and coverage [26, 31].
We believe it is still unclear which metrics accurately model the user experience and should be
considered to perform a relevant evaluation of a recommendation system. The authors of [6] show
that a single metric such as precision (a well-known metric from the information retrieval field) can
be computed in various ways and lead to different results. They present different methodologies
to compute the set of candidate items to be recommended to a given user. We give further details
about these in Section 4 where we describe our experimental setup.
RMSE and precision are two metrics related to accuracy, but may exhibit no clear correlation
as presented in [15] since they are designed to evaluate different tasks (prediction for RMSE,
recommend good items for precision). The authors of [15] also study the bias introduced by the
existence of highly popular items in the dataset which constitute easy recommendations. They
build a new version of the dataset with these items removed to better measure the personalization
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power of a recommender algorithm.
More recently, [47] has implemented and run 21 algorithms to obtain rankings with various
metrics. The correlation between those rankings are then analyzed to identify clear guidelines to
deal with the sparsity of datasets and the choice of a cut-off for metrics from the information
retrieval field such as precision and recall.
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4 Experimental Setup
Our first contribution is an experiment evaluation of biclustering-based techniques. We thus im-
plement the following algorithms: COCLUST, BBCF, NBCF and BCN. We could not come up
with a working implementation of the BIC-aiNet algorithm due to the lack of details in the paper.
Despite some messages exchanged with their authors, we were unable to obtain more information
or the original source code, resulting in the exclusion of BIC-aiNet from our evaluation.
We now describe our experimental setup. We first present the framework in which we have
implemented the algorithms listed above. We then give details about the metrics we compute and
the datasets we use. Finally, we list the reference methods we consider to compare results.
4.1 Framework
We use Apache Mahout1, a Java framework for the development of scalable machine learning ap-
plications. In particular, several state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms such as matrix factor-
ization or user-based k-nearest neighbors methods are already implemented, which motivated our
choice since these constitute interesting references for our experimental comparison. The addition
of new algorithms can be performed by implementing the generic recommender interface.
We build a modified version of Apache Mahout 0.13.1 to add the support of K-fold cross-
validation and to have better control over the evaluation protocol as well as the evaluation metrics.
The modified version of Apache Mahout with the implementation of all the biclustering-based
recommendation algorithms we consider, as well as the code used for evaluation are publicly avail-
able2,3.
All our experiments are run within a Docker container (to ease the reproducibility of our results)
based on Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS with Java 8, on two servers with 48 logical cores (resp. 32) and 188
GB (resp. 126 GB) of RAM.
4.2 Evaluation metrics
In this work, we use 5-fold cross-validation, repeat each experiment several times to consider the
average results. The K folds, and thus the training and testing sets, are built as follows: for each
user u, we consider its profile as a vector (jk)k containing the items rated by u, which order is
obtained with a random shuffle. The cell (u, jk) of the user-item matrix (with Ru,jk as rating) is
mapped to the fold No. k mod K.
We now give a description of the different metrics we consider, which can be organized in three
categories: accuracy, coverage and performance.
4.2.1 Accuracy
The accuracy of a recommendation system is a major challenge since the goal is to provide relevant
recommendations to the users. The first set of metrics we consider is composed of Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). They are based on the idea that the rec-
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(b) Candidate items for user u2 (th = 3)
Figure 8: Candidate items selection methodologies for metrics from the information retrieval field.
precisely, for each element in the training set Tt, we compute the error between the predicted score
and the ground truth. Since this is an error score, the lower the better. RMSE relies on a quadratic














It also has become common to use classification metrics from the information retrieval field
such as precision and recall. It is argued that they are more related to the user experience since
they are shown a list of recommendations in a practical system, and the actual predicted ratings
remain hidden. The evaluation is performed as follows: the trained recommender tries to provide
each user u with a list LNu ⊆ Cu of N recommendations where N is called the cut-off and Cu if
the set of candidate items for u. Considering the testing set, each user is associated a set Relu of
known relevant items (which requires a like-threshold th, for instance 3 for 1-5 stars ratings):
Relu = {j | (u, j) ∈ Tt ∧Ru,j ≥ th}
Intuitively, precision measures the proportion of relevant recommendation (i.e. how many rec-
ommended items were actually liked) while recall measures the coverage of the user interests (i.e.
















The authors of [6] describe several methodologies to compute Cu that we detail below and are
illustrated in Figure 8.
(i) TestRatings (TR)




Cu = {j | (u, j) ∈ Tt} i.e. the set of items existing in the testing set, except those for which u
has a known rating.
(iii) TrainingItems (TrI)
Cu = {j | ∃v ∈ U st. (v, j) ∈ TT }\{j | (u, j) ∈ TT } i.e. the set of items existing in the training
set, except those for which u has a known rating.
(iv) AllItems (AI)
Cu = I \ {j | (u, j) ∈ TT } i.e. the set of all items in the dataset, except those for which u has
a known rating.
(v) RelPlusRandom (RPR)
Cu = Relu ∪RandomItemsu i.e. the set of relevant items plus some random items irrelevant
to u.
Because of the way we build the training and testing, the three methodologies TrainingItems,
TestItems and AllItems are quite similar. They suffer from some biases which make it hard to
interpret the absolute values of the metrics: it is likely that u will be recommended some items
for which we do not possess the ground truth value, those are considered as a “miss” while they
may actually be a “hit” if we had perfect knowledge about the interests of u. This however do
not apply to TestRatings where we consider only items where the ground truth is known. The
set of candidate items is however much smaller and do not reflect a real-world scenario. The
RelPlusRandom methodology is based on the idea that the relevant items should be recommended
and not the random ones. It relies on the assumption that the random items added are irrelevant
recommendations, which is hard to ensure since the preferences of u are not fully known. This
approach can be turned into many variants such as the strategy used in [15] where a single relevant
item is blended with 1000 random items.
In our evaluation, we consider the TestRatings (since there is no bias introduced by the lack of
perfect knowledge) and TrainingItems (because it better reflects realistic settings) methodologies.
4.2.2 Coverage
Recommender systems were traditionally evaluated with accuracy metrics, but there has been
some work towards the use of new metrics beyond accuracy, such that serendipity, diversity or
coverage [26]. We consider here the latter that gives indications of the amount of users and items
covered by the recommender algorithm in the system.
We consider again the list LNu of recommendation provided to some user u with a cut-off N ,
and we denote by UserCoverage : {0 . . . N} → N the function where:
UserCoverage@N(k) =
|{u ∈ U | |LNu | ≥ k}|
n
Two quantities appear to be particularly of interest: the proportion of users for which the
system was able to provide at least one recommendation, and those where all recommendation
asked were given (denoted respectively ReachAtLeastOne and ReachAll).
ReachAtLeastOne@N = UserCoverage@N(1) ReachAll@N = UserCoverage@N(N)
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Dataset Domain Rating range #Users #Items #Ratings Density Release
ML-100K Movies 1-5 stars 943 1,682 100,000 6.30% 1998
ML-1M Movies 1-5 stars 6,040 3,706 1,000,209 4.47% 2003
BookCrossing Books 0-10 stars 103,022 327,488 1,133,161 0.0034% 2004
Jester-1 Jokes [−10; +10] 73,421 100 4,136,360 56.34% 2003
Table 2: Characteristics of the different datasets considered. Density refers to the percentage of
non-empty cells in the matrix.
The size of the list of recommendations given to some user u can be lower than N for a couple
of reasons. First, u may have a profile so large that there does not exist N items unknown to u
in the system. However, in practical systems such as e-commerce industries where catalogs span
millions of products, this is highly unlikely to occur.
The second reason is that the recommender algorithm was unable to determine N items con-
sidered as relevant for u, which happens if the set of candidate items computed has less than N
elements. Such situation could indicate a limitation of the algorithm if we consider that there ought
to exist N items u doesn’t know and could be interested in. Since it depends on the system catalog
and the subjective tastes of u, it is difficult to determine of this is a reasonable assumption.
We can also notice that an algorithm could easily counteract user coverage issues by filling
incomplete lists with popular or sponsored items.
ReachAtLeastOne and ReachAll refer to coverage from a user perspective, but we can also








A low value expresses that many items get recommended to the same users. This can happen
if these are popular products, but it can also indicate that the recommender algorithm fails at
capturing the specific interests of each individual, thus falling back on generic recommendations
4.2.3 Time performance
We also measure the time that it takes to generate N recommendations for every user in the system,
along with the training part of the algorithm (such as the build of a model or a kNN graph). We
use the nanoTime method from the Java System class to compute the elapsed time. We obtain the
following metric, where t denotes a function that measures the duration of an operation:







We report the average results over the different folds.
4.3 Datasets
The characteristics of the different datasets used for evaluation are summarized in Table 2.
We first consider the MovieLens datasets released by GroupLens, a research lab at University





UBKNN Similarity metric sim, number of nearest neighbors k
IB Similarity metric sim
MF SGD Numbers of iterations ni, of hidden features K
MF ALSWR Numbers of iterations ni, of hidden features K, regularization parameter λ
COCLUST Numbers of user clusters k, of item clusters l, of iterations ni
NBCF, BBCF Number of nearest biclusters k, biclustering algorithm
BCN Like-threshold th
Table 3: List of recommendation algorithms considered and their parameters.
popular datasets used by the academic community for the evaluation of recommender algorithms
but also by the industry or for education purposes. There are four MovieLens datasets consisting
of 100K, 1M, 10M and 20M ratings that were released respectively in 1998, 2003, 2009 and 2015.
These constitute in a list of tuples containing movie ratings collected through the MovieLens system
over the years. While the first datasets only contain 5-star integer ratings, as of the 3rd version
of MovieLens, the latest two datasets (ML-10M and ML-20M) also include half-star ratings, which
doubles the set of possible values.
We also consider the BookCrossing dataset which consists in a set of book ratings [50]. This
dataset was obtained through a 4-week crawl from August to September 2004 of the Book-Crossing
community. The latter is a book club launched in 2001 where people leave books in public places
so that they can be picked and read by others. They then have also the possibility to leave 10-star
ratings of the books through the community website. In the dataset, each book is identified by
its ISBN-10 value. We perform some pre-processing to remove from the dataset the invalid ISBN
values, and we convert all identifiers to ISBN-13 values to work only with integers since ISBN-10
can contain a “X” as check digit. Our pre-processing step removed 16,619 ratings from the original
file, which results in a dataset containing 1,133,161 ratings.
Jester is an online joke recommendation system, were users can rate jokes. Two datasets Jester-
1 and Jester-2 are available with data collected respectively from April 1999 to May 2003 and from
November 2006 to May 2009 [19]. These are particularly interesting for two main reasons. First,
ratings are continuous in [−10; +10], contrary to the other datasets we considered where ratings
are discrete using stars pattern. Secondly, the number of items is respectively 100 and 150 which
results in a very dense matrix, while the MovieLens or BookCrossing datasets have a low density.
4.4 Algorithms and settings
We list the recommenders we consider along with their parameters in Table 3 and now give some
further details.
Baselines. Apache Mahout provides a class to run a random recommender. Predictions are
performed by returning a random score between the minimum and the maximum existing rating in
the dataset. We consider this approach in our evaluation to provide a baseline score for the various
metrics considered, along with the simple methods IAVG and IUAVG.
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Neighborhood-based. We use the generic implementations of user (UBKNN) and item-based
(IB) recommenders in Apache Mahout, with two similarity metrics: the cosine angle and the
Pearson correlation. For IB, we also consider the log-likelihood to compute item similarities.
Model-based. We use the implementations of MF SGD and MF ALSWR in Apache Mahout.
Regarding MF ALSWR, experiments conducted on the Netflix Prize dataset in [49] show that
while the result improves as the number of iterations grows, the gain in terms of RMSE score
becomes tiny at some point. As a consequence, we fix the number of iterations to 25. Regarding
the regularization parameter λ and the number of hidden features K, we process with an empirical
approach to determine relevant settings. Intuitively, higher K often yields better recommendation
quality since it enables to grasp more accurately the preferences of the users, at the cost of more
expensive computations.
Biclustering-based Recommenders We implement the different biclustering-based algorithms
presented in our modified version of Mahout. We set ni = 25 and try various number of user and
item clusters for COCLUST to select the best results yielded. We run NBCF and BBCF using
QUBIC (consistency level of 0.95, 100 biclusters output, and 100% overlap allowed) to perform
the biclustering of the user-item matrix before the search of the nearest biclusters, with k = 20.
The BCN algorithm was implemented using the Java lattice library from [22] with a single level to
find neighboring biclusters. Since BCN considers binary ratings, we do not compare the prediction




We give the RMSE and MAE results in Figure 9 for the ML-100K dataset. As expected, we see that
matrix factorization performs better than classical memory-based approaches based on similarity
metrics. Surprisingly, IAVG and IUAVG yield good results despite being very simple methods.
Overall, the best performing approach within the biclustering spectrum is COCLUST which is
close to standard matrix factorization algorithms.
(a) RMSE (b) MAE
Figure 9: Score prediction with the ML-100K dataset.
The results for the other datasets are shown in Figure 10 where we only present the RMSE score
since MAE exhibits similar trends. We can see here the impact of sparsity. In the BookCrossing
dataset which is very sparse (0.0034%), the item-based approach is performing really well while
others like matrix factorization and COCLUST are less efficient. This is expected since the user-
item is mainly composed of empty cells i.e. there is less training data available. For the Jester-1
dataset which has a much higher density (56.34%), COCLUST is performing the best, closely
followed by IUAVG.
We also run some experiments with a pre-processing on the ML-100K dataset where only the
long-tail of items is considered. As illustrated in Figure 11a, one third of the ratings only affect
6.8% of the existing items. We thus have a group of highly popular items that concentrate many
ratings. [15] states that recommending these items are then easy recommendations and are not of
great relevance. The goal is rather to grasp the specific interests of each individual. Since these
items introduce a bias, we remove them from the dataset and run again a prediction evaluation.
Results are given in Figure 11b. Overall, we obtain similar trends except for the BBCF algorithm
which falls down at the bottom of the ranking, and for IB which has a slightly improved accuracy.
We deduce the BBCF was mainly able to provide accurate predictions for the highly popular items:
they were likely to appear is more biclusters returned by the QUBIC algorithm, resulting in more
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(a) ML-100K (b) ML-1M
(c) BookCrossing (d) Jester-1
Figure 10: RMSE score for various datasets.
information to compute a score.
Precision and recall are given in Figure 12. For the TrainingItems methodology, we see that
matrix factorization and the user-based KNN approach obtain good results. COCLUST is out-
performed by the simple IUAVG algorithm. NBCF and particularly BBCF yield high scores for
precision, but these are mitigated by their poor results for coverage as shown later: BBCF was
unable to provide recommendations to more than 80% of the users. Due to the high number of can-
didate items, our implementation of BCN was not efficient enough to end in a reasonable amount
of time, we thus do not present results for this methodology.
For the TestRatings methodology, NBCF and BBCF perform here worse than all the other
approaches, including BCN which has good precision and recall.
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(a) Long-tail (b) RMSE
Figure 11: RMSE with the most popular items removed from the ML-100K dataset.
5.2 Coverage
Coverage results are given in Figure 13 for the TrainingItems and Testratings methodologies.
We see that IB achieves a high item coverage which is consistent since this particular approach
searches for relations between items. COCLUST also gives good results with TrainingItems, con-
trary to MF and IUAVG which seem to recommend only a very small subset of items. BBCF and
NBCF obtain the worse results since they are highly limited by the set of items covered by the
biclustering computed. If an item does not appear in a bicluster, then no score can be predicted
and the item cannot be recommended. This problem also arises with BCN, but can be mitigated
by exploring a greater part of the lattice to cover more items.
We notice a similar trend for user coverage: all approaches perform well except the biclustering-
based approaches such as NBCF, BBCF and BCN. Because COCLUST considers a checkerboard
biclustering, it does not suffer from this issue, each item and user can be mapped to a corresponding
bicluster. BBCF exhibits very poor results because of the way it predicts ratings: if the user does
not appear in the submatrix formed by the merge of the nearest biclusters, then no recommendations
can be provided. This issue could be mitigated with several options. First, we tried to grow the
submatrix to include ratings from the user, but it worsened accuracy results and did not increase
significantly the coverage. Another option is to generate more biclusters to increase the percentage
of the user-item matrix covered, but this can prove costly depending on the biclustering algorithm
used. Finally, we can consider a hybrid system that falls back to another algorithm when BBCF
fails to provide enough recommendations, and we can indeed obtain promising results as showed
in Figure 14 where MF SGD is used as fallback solution. The approach BBCF + MF obtains a
ReachAtLeastOne@N of 1 and slightly improved Precision / Recall results than matrix factorization
alone.
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(a) Precision@N (b) Recall@N
TrainingItems candidate item strategy
(c) Precision@N (d) Recall@N
TestRatings candidate item strategy
Figure 12: Precision / recall with the ML-100K dataset and N recommendations provided.
5.3 Time performance
We now report time performance results in Figure 15. The best performing approach is IUAVG
since it is a simple method that requires only to compute averages over the user-item matrix.
Neighborhood-based algorithms (UBKNN, IK) are more expensive because of the similarity com-
putations and the search of close users or items. COCLUST exhibits the same order of magnitude
than MF SGD: they both use an iterative algorithm to optimize their model. Other biclustering-
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(a) ItemCoverage@N (b) ReachAtLeastOne@N (c) ReachAll@N
TrainingItems candidate item strategy
(d) ItemCoverage@N (e) ReachAtLeastOne@N (f) ReachAll@N
TestRatings candidate item strategy
Figure 13: Coverage with the ML-100K dataset and N recommendations provided.
based approaches such as NBCF, BBCF or BCN expose much higher computation time, which is
due to the biclustering part. Where COCLUST considers a partional biclustering which is cheaper
to build, these consider a broader definition of the biclustering problem which is NP-hard. De-
spite the use of heuristics, the iterative search of biclusters (xMotif, QUBIC) or the exploration
of a complete lattice (BCN) remains a costly operation that fails to achieve the same efficiency as
standard other approaches.
5.4 Evaluating metrics
Since we observe varying results with different candidate items selection strategies, we perform
some additional experiments to better how evaluation metrics are correlated.
We get inspiration from the work of [47] and run experiments with a list of 12 algorithms
presented earlier in this report (namely: Random, IAVG, IUAVG, UBKNN-cos, UBKNN-pears,
IB-cos, IB-pears, IB-log, MF SGD, MF SVD++, MF ALSWR and COCLUST). For a given
metric, we look at the results and rank the algorithms. We then use Kendall’s tau [27] cor-
relation coefficient, which gives a score between -1 (opposite ranking) and +1 (same ranking).
Let (xi)0≤i<0 and (yi)0≤i<0 be the ranks of the n algorithms. A pair (i, j) is said to be con-
cordant if (xi > xj ∧ yi > yj) ∨ (xi < xj ∧ yi < yj) i.e. if algorithm i is better than algorithm
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(a) Precision@N (b) Recall@N
Figure 14: Precision / recall with the TrainingItems methodology and the ML-100K dataset, with
a hybrid system that falls back on MF SGD to fill in the missing recommendations of BBCF.
(a) TrainingItems (b) TestRatings
Figure 15: Time@N with the ML-100K dataset and N recommendations provided.
j in the first ranking, it is also in the second. However, a pair is said to be discordant if
(xi > xj ∧ yi < yj) ∨ (xi < xj ∧ yi > yj) i.e. if algorithm i is better than j in the fist ranking,




We consider the τB version that also takes into account pairs that neither concordant nor
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discordant. We give a few results we have obtained in Figure 16.
We can see in Figure 16a that RMSE results are heavily correlated with precision computed
with TestRatings but far less when it comes to other strategies. As stated before, other method-
ologies suffer from the bias of imperfect knowledge. It then appears consistent that RMSE exhibits
results closer to precision with TestRatings than with TrainingItems. We also notice that MAE
is surprisingly correlated with precision and recall no matter the strategy, which questions the
relevance of a quadratic approach to measure the prediction error.
In Figures 16b and 16c, the value of N (the number of recommendations provided) also exhibits
some importance. For both TestRatings and TrainingItems, Precision@10 and Precision@50 are
poorly correlated, while results seem to be more stable past a certain value. We thus agree with
the conclusions of [47]: deeper cut-offs should be preferred.
We include more metrics in Figure 16d and notice that accuracy and coverage metrics seem
quite independent or even negatively correlated, especially with TrainingItems. Results are a bit
different with TestRatings where precision, user coverage and item coverage give similar rankings
of the algorithms. We however believe they are less significant since the set of candidate items is
much smaller which makes it harder to properly evaluate coverage.
We have drawn interesting insights from these additional experiments, and we believe some
further work could be achieve in this respect to answer the following questions. To which extent
are the many existing metrics correlated, depending on the way they are computed and the char-
acteristics of the dataset considered? Which metrics are more appropriate to properly evaluate the
user experience and thus validate a recommendation algorithm as better than another?
5.5 Incremental training
As stated earlier, today’s systems are highly dynamic and have to face many constraints: new users
are likely to join the system, new items are regularly added to the catalog, and ratings may shift
over time. Because of that, it is important for a recommendation algorithm to be able to quickly
adapt to these changes, also known as incremental training.
In the case of IUAVG, the cost is low if the averages are computed with an adequate data
structure that keeps track of the number of elements summed. For other approaches such as IB,
UKBNN and MF, it is much more expensive since the changes can have a huge impact on similarity
values or the latent features coefficients. Biclustering-based systems such as BBCF, NBCF and BCN
suffer from the same drawback: the biclustering algorithm must be run again.
However, COCLUST and its partional biclustering approach have a great advantage in this
category. Changes are likely to affect only a few biclusters, which means we simply need to update
some cluster assignments and run a few iterations to converge again, contrary to MF where the
changes may affect the entire factorization and lead to a rebuild of the whole model. COCLUST
thus naturally offers a cheap incremental training process that we believe is of great interest for
real-time settings.
5.6 Discussion
We give a qualitative summary of the results we obtained with the ML-100K dataset in Table 4.
We observe that the partitional biclustering approach of COCLUST can compete with matrix
factorization techniques while having a great advantage when it comes to incremental updates.
The strength of COCLUST lies in a fast iterative training where all biclusters are built at the
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(a) RMSE, MAE, Precision@40 and Recall@40 for several methodologies.
(b) Precision@N with TestRatings. (c) Precision@N with TrainingItems.
(d) RMSE, MAE, Precision@35, Recall@35, ReachAll@35 (UCA), ReachAtLeastOne@35 (UC1) and
ItemCoverage@35 (IC) with TrainingItems and TestRatings.
Figure 16: Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient results with the ML-100K dataset (th = 3 to
compute relevant items).
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Table 4: Qualitative summary of results for the ML-100K dataset (greener/longer is better).
(a) RMSE (b) MAE (c) Training error
Figure 17: Impact of the number of user and item clusters in COCLUST, with 30 iterations and
the ML-100K dataset.
same time. Each user/item couple is associated with a single biclusters which can be retrieved in
constant time once the model build. This ensures a high coverage since no user is left over. With
efficient data structures, the prediction is a O(1) operation which is even better than the O(K)
complexity of the prediction task for matrix factorization techniques. Tuning the parameters (the
numbers of user and items clusters) is no different from the search of the ideal number of hidden
features, although it is slightly more cumbersome since this is a two-dimensional space. We show in
Figures17 and 18 how the parameters of COCLUST effect the prediction score on the testing set,
but also the prediction error on the training set. We see that the training error and the accuracy
scores do not follow the same pattern. High numbers of clusters do not yield the best RMSE and
MAE results despite a lower training error, which can be explained by overfitting. Another reason
might be that biclusters are then smaller: predictions are computed with local data where some
more global knowledge would also be beneficial.
The Ml-100K and BookCrossing datasets exhibits similar behaviors. We suspect this is also the
case for the ML-1M dataset, but we would need to run experiments with even greater numbers of
cluster to obtain a similar plot. The Jester-1 dataset however shows very different results because
of its density and its low number of items (only 100). That explains why too many item clusters
yield a poor accuracy unless there are enough user clusters to get groups with similar interests.
Other biclustering-based approaches such as NBCF or BBCF suffer from coverage issues: be-
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(a) RMSE (b) MAE (c) Training error
Results with the ML-1M dataset.
(d) RMSE (e) MAE (f) Training error
Results with the BookCrossing dataset.
(g) RMSE (h) MAE (i) Training error
Results with the Jester-1 dataset.
Figure 18: Impact of the number of user and item clusters in COCLUST, with 30 iterations and
several datasets.
cause some items or users are not covered by the biclustering, it is not possible to recommend
these items or to provide recommendations to those users. However, results suggest there is still
a small set of users for which these approaches are of interest. We thus believe, despite their high
computational cost, that they could be beneficial to use in the context of a hybrid system running
multiple algorithms.
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6 Extending the COCLUST Algorithm
We now present some ongoing work as well as some ideas to improve the COCLUST algorithm.
We give explanations in specific subsections for the ease of readability, but all the modifications we
propose can be combined into a single recommender algorithm.
6.1 Self-tuning parameters
Since it can be hard to identify ideal values for the number of user clusters and items clusters in
COCLUST (an extensive empirical exploration of the domain is computationally expensive and
cumbersome), we wish to propose a self-tuning methodology that we describe in Algorithm 1. We
start with initial parameters and we navigate in the domain by keeping values that appear more
relevant. To this end, we divide the dataset into a training set and a validation set, and we use the
RMSE score.
Algorithm 1 Self-tuning of k and l parameters for COCLUST
Input: Dataset D
1: Divide D into a training set TT and a validation set TV
2: Set k = 1 and l = 1
3: Build a model M = COCLUST(k, l, TT )
4: Compute r = RMSE(M, TV )
5: repeat
6: Increase k and/or l by a random step to obtain k̃ and l̃ . Explore the domain
7: Build a model M̃ = COCLUST(k̃, l̃, TT )
8: Compute r̃ = RMSE(M̃, TV )
9: if r̃ better than r then
10: k = k̃, l = l̃, r = r̃ . The new parameters seem better so let us keep them
11: until convergence or maximum number of iterations reached
12: return k and l
We present preliminary results we obtained in Figure 19. The input parameters for the CO-
CLUST recommender are computed with the protocol previously described. We see that results are
very similar with those of Figures 9 and 10 where k and l were tuned by hand. For some datasets,
we even obtained better results, which is not that surprising: tuning by hand is a cumbersome
iterative process and the self-tuning protocol was able to find better values for the parameters. We
can also compare with Figures 17 and 18 to notice that the RMSE score remained into areas with
reasonable values.
These results constitute an interesting first step for the methodology we have proposed. We
however believe further work in necessary for this self-tuning protocol to achieve maturity. We now
discuss its limits and present several ideas of improvements.
Heuristics could be used to drive the exploration of the domain, perhaps by exploiting precise
characteristics of the dataset considered, which would first require investigating if some correlations
can be identified with the ideal values of k and l. For instance, if the items are movies that can be
clustered in three main types, we can expect l to be at least greater than three.
In our protocol, we use RMSE as a starting point, but other metrics or a combination of different
metrics may be more relevant. The ideal way to decide if new parameters are better than the former
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(a) ML-100K (b) ML-1M
(c) BookCrossing (d) Jester-1
Figure 19: RMSE score with the ML-100K dataset.
is tightly correlated with the best way to evaluate recommendation systems, and can also be highly
dependent on the purpose of the recommender as an application in a real-world context.
Another idea worth investigating is to get inspiration from the different techniques used in
clustering such as X-means [38] or G-means [23] which try to infer the ideal value of k for the
k-means problem.
The computation cost of this approach can be controlled with a maximum number of iterations,
which means the final complexity is the original complexity of the COCLUST algorithm times a
constant of the user choice. We thus believe the time performance would still be of the same
order of magnitude than matrix factorization where the number of hidden features also has to be
determined, either through an exhaustive search of a similar heuristic-based approach.
6.2 Adding regularization
We mentioned earlier that the higher number of biclusters, the worse the results with COCLUST,
as illustrated in Figure 17. The numbers of clusters that yield the best results are surprisingly small
given the characteristics of the ML-100K dataset. For instance, the ideal values we can deduce from
the figure are somewhere along k = 3 and l = 20 which gives around 300 users and 80 items per
bicluster with a uniform distribution.
We propose to add a regularization term to the optimization problem of Definition 7 to prevent
overfitting and be able to benefit from higher numbers of clusters. Given a user u, our intuition is
to spread the profile of u over all the different item clusters. If all the profile belongs to the same
item cluster, then highly accurate recommendations would be provided within the same cluster, but
predictions are likely to be poor for other item clusters, which damages coverage and serendipity.
A similar reasoning is possible for item profiles. In the end, we propose the following, where the
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We also investigate another regularization term which is simply the standard deviation of the
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(a) RMSE (COCLUST-R-Max) (b) Increase percentage (negative values mean
COCLUST-R-Max is better than COCLUST).
(c) RMSE (COCLUST-R-Std) (d) Increase percentage (negative values mean
COCLUST-R-Std is better than COCLUST).
Figure 20: RMSE of COCLUST with regularization (COCLUST-R-Max / λ = 0.009, COCLUST-
R-Std / λ = 1) and percentage improvement compared to COCLUST.
In both propositions, we have the original term along with a new term controlled by the regu-
larization parameter λ.
We adapt the COCLUST algorithm to solve this new optimization problems and run some ex-
periments. We denote this new recommender by COCLUST-R-Max (Equation 1) and COCLUST-
R-Std (Equation 2). We show some preliminary results in Figure 20 where we focus on the RMSE
score. The increase percentage is computed as follows:
score =
RMSE w/o reg.− RMSE w/ reg.
RMSE w/o reg.
× 100
Negative values thus mean that COCLUST-R performs better than COCLUST. We see overall
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that the addition of the regularization slightly improved the prediction accuracy, and that the
error decrease is more apparent for higher numbers of clusters in the case of COCLUST-R-Max.
Regarding COCLUST-R-Std, we get better improvements, but not with the same configurations
which means we could maybe get better results by mixing the two approaches.
We plan to extend these results by devising a smarter regularization term. Our first attempts,
despite being very naive, shows that there is room for improvements in this direction.
6.3 Nearest biclusters
A fallout of higher numbers of biclusters could be, as already stated earlier, that computations
only use local data while a more global view would be necessary to obtain good predictions. In
this respect, we propose, in cases where the matrix is partitioned in many small biclusters, to
adapt the prediction formula of Definition 7 to also take into account nearby rows and columns of
biclusters given some similarity metric. Different scores with several levels of neighborhood could
be computed, and then aggregated with relevant weights to obtain a final prediction. We could for
instance get inspiration from the “k nearest biclusters” approach of NBCF and BBCF algorithms
to further investigate the potential benefits of this idea in the near future.
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7 Conclusion
In this report, we have considered the field of recommendation system and the many challenges
that are still to be addressed today. We have presented the most popular techniques that were
investigated over the last three decades, and we have focused on biclustering, an approach inspired
from work within the genomics community. Through an extensive experimental survey, we have
compared some existing biclustering-based algorithms with the state-of-the-art methods.
We have found that partitional biclustering as used in COCLUST is an interesting approach that
could lead to similar performances as matrix factorization, one of the leading techniques to provide
recommendations. However, we believe COCLUST to have the potential for great improvements
over MF in terms of incremental update which would allow the cope with the highly dynamic nature
of many systems with temporal constraints. We have presented in Section 6 some ongoing work to
provide improvements to the COCLUST algorithm.
Approaches that use a more general form of biclustering are subject to high computational
cost, but are also able to grasp very accurately the preferences of specific users. They thus could
be used as a complement to some other algorithms in a hybrid system. Because users are different,
they are presented with personalized recommendations, but one could argue that it is only natural
that the recommender algorithm itself should be personalized to each individual. In practice, most
production system do not use a single approach but a plethora of algorithms with clever aggregation
schemes to combine their output and present a final list to each user. For these reasons, we reckon
biclustering-based algorithms yield promising results and should not be neglected.
Apart from the use of COCLUST in real-time systems and other approaches in hybrid systems,
we also believe there is a need for standard guidelines to perform experimental evaluations of
recommender systems. There exist many metrics, and even if we focus on a single metric such as
precision, there are still many ways we can compute it, and they do not necessarily lead to similar
conclusions. That is why we plan to extend our preliminary results of Section 5.4 by considering
more datasets and more metrics (including coverage, performance and others not presented in this
report such as diversity and novelty [26]). We also would like to consider results from an online
evaluation scenario (through A/B testing) to better understand how results obtained from offline
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